INTEGRATING INTELLIGENT AGENTS & AHP IN A COMPLEX SYSTEM SIMULATION
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a general overview about the use of Modeling & Simulation techniques combined with AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) as support to training, planning and decisions making in complex Scenarios (i.e. planning of Food Distribution Points in critical areas affected by natural disasters, large crisis and/or conflicts). One goal of this research is to introduce a new Conceptual Model based on different AHP dynamic criteria depending on units position, warlord presence and characteristics, human behavior modifiers (i.e. fear, trust, anger), mutual trustiness among actors, risk factors; in this model the authors propose to combine simulation and decision support; in fact the paper present a simulation dynamic model driven by IA-CGF (Intelligent Agents - Computer Generated Forces) developed by the authors; while these agents interoperate with Constructive Simulation the conceptual AHP is used to evaluate alternative and support decision process both of the agents and of the human trainees. In fact AHP approach is a very useful and efficient approach able to support entities in multiple choice evaluation on the field; in fact is critical to proceed in operational planning of operations such as food distribution considering several parameters and conditions (i.e. capacity in discriminating local population and rebels, attitude profile of warlords, empathy between coalition force and population, etc). So, the intent is to add into IA-CGF the capacity to combine different criteria for finalizing actions and to combine them with human factors and environmental variables, while the simulator allows to quantify and measure the impact and reaction of the population and civilians.

In the first part of the paper it is proposed current the current structure of IA-CGF (Intelligent Agents for Computer Generated Forces) and AHP models; while in the second part, it is proposed an example of food distribution where IA-CGF are driven by AHP methodology in a Simulation framework in order to discriminate alternatives, finalize actions, while interact with the actors involved in a Complex Scenario Evolution. In the third part it is proposed a conceptual model to reproduce food distribution operations’ in terms of impact on trustiness and gratitude toward military forces, local authorities and warlords versus evolution of psychological factors such as fear and anger towards rebels or insurgents.
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1. Introduction

Integration among Modeling and Simulation (M&S), IA-CGF and Decision Making Techniques is a critical and innovative approach that the authors are investigating for supporting training and operational planning; in fact these techniques are already in use in a wide range of military applications: training, development and validation of new systems, operational analysis.

In military areas (Exercise, Defense Planning, Training and Education, Support to Operations), the importance of M&S is continuously increasing; in particular today the human behavior modeling is becoming a very strategic aspect considering the necessity to simulate complex scenarios involving civilians and populations that act based on their scenario awareness and emotions, contrary to military units that usually execute orders and task clearly assigned.
In fact to reproduce these aspects it is critical to model both emotions and rational aspects; until now this consideration are taken into account by involving in simulation experts playing critical roles (i.e. white cell along an exercise to reproduce these elements) or applying pre-defined scripts; therefore it is evident that this is possible in training, but require a lot of efforts in term of preparation and evaluation of many details and interactions; in addition it is very subjective due to the fact that the humans involved evolve themselves while different alternatives are under evaluation and change drastically different teams are involved.

However this problem becomes even more critical in case of operational planning or operation support, in this case the timeframe available to evaluate alternative and the resources on the field don't allow to apply this approach; for these reason it is suggested to substitute many players and activities by creating entities driven by IA-CGF, these Intelligent agents are introduced into Scenario and have assigned high level tasks and missions, that the experts can eventually change dynamically during the simulation run without necessity to go down into details of specific operations and choices; it is critical to outline that until now most of the traditional CGF, even if considered intelligent, was mostly focusing on directing the movement of entities on the map in constructive simulation or in geometry avoidance within virtual environments; therefore the goal of IA-CGF is more related to evaluate the scenario and take decision (i.e. request aid, split, aggregate, avoid contact etc.) based on rules of engagements, unit characteristics and attitudes as well as human factors (i.e. fear, stress, fatigue).

In fact there are many simulation systems effective in supporting training and to develop Computer Assisted Exercises (CAX) and in reproducing joint or single service operations over battlefields, therefore while the scenarios becomes asymmetric and the civilian importance increase, it becomes more complex to identify effective solution able to cover all the required aspects of operations. In fact the introduction of IA-CGF allows to reduce the efforts and costs to reproduce these scenarios while it is improved the capability to consider multiple interactions in complex systems.

In these models it is critical to [7]:

- Introduce new threats that substitute classical "force on force" engagements, battles, and campaigns; in fact today peace operations, counter-terrorism, counter-narcotics, counter-proliferation, information warfare, or rules and governmental power recover for fledgling democracies and free market economies are becoming more relevant than in the past.
- Introduce new entities that represents Scenario critical actors, very important and active in some specific activity (i.e. CIMIC): by NGO, local and federal authorities, paramilitary organizations, insurgents, guerrilla forces, terrorists, drug cartels, hackers, media warriors, and ethnic or religious mobs.
- Introduce behaviors and characteristics related to psychological and social factors such as religion, cultural background, and humanitarian aspects, fear, stress, aggressiveness.

Due to these facts and in order to simulate complex systems and scenarios rich of variables, it’s necessary to define decision process able to be embedded in the intelligent agents to take fast, consistent and rational decision.

It is proposed to use Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) as structured technique for dealing with complex decisions related to food distribution and to introduce them into the IA-CGF.

Based on mathematics and psychology, the AHP was developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970s and has been extensively studied and refined since then. This methodology provides a comprehensive and rational framework for structuring a decision problem, for representing and quantifying its elements/nodes, for relating those elements to overall objectives, and for evaluating alternative solutions.
Rather than prescribing the "right" decision, the AHP allows decision makers find one solution among a set of solutions based on different criteria; by this approach it is possible to obtain a comprehensive and rational framework for structuring the decision problem, for representing and quantifying related elements, for relating those elements to overall goals, and for evaluating alternative solutions. This approach is applied in many fields such as business, industry, military, education, healthcare, government etc; the authors decided to combine IA-CGF and to use AHP for reproducing the rational thinking, while other models take care of psychological and social aspects. So the AHP approach becomes a decision support for the agents acting in the Discrete Events Simulation. The case proposed in this paper is related to simulate Food Distribution in a scenario devoted to training; in this context it is critical to complete the operational planning of food distribution points including policy definition, modes, locations, etc. In fact, after a Crisis or natural disaster, for instance, a critical decision on Food distribution is related to the confidence that population have towards the entities taking care of Food distribution or to take care of security in this framework; this scenario represent complex systems that need, usually, to be investigated by simulation models. For instance the decision to use coalition forces, local authorities, central authorities or NGO (not governmental organization) for providing food/health care support and to decide who is in charge of protecting these operation (or eventually if they have to run without any military/security coverage) strongly affects the population reaction. Depending on these aspects riots could emerge and so it becomes a fundamental decision to finalize where to activate these actions, how many resource to allocate and what modes to adopt.

1. State of Art

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a technique of Multiple Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM). It has been commonly used in industry to aid in concept selection [19]. Due to the following AHP shortcomings related to: the AHP method is mainly used in nearly crisp decision applications; the AHP method creates and deals with a very unbalanced scale of judgment; the AHP method does not take into account the uncertainty associated with the mapping of one's judgment to a number; ranking of the AHP method is rather imprecise; the subjective judgment, selection and preference of decision-makers have a significant influence on the AHP results. AHP is often combined with simulation. In particular due to the vagueness and uncertainty on judgments of the decision-maker(s), the crisp pair-wise comparison in the conventional AHP seems insufficient and too imprecise to capture the decision-maker's judgments correctly and fuzzy logic is introduced into the pair-wise comparison of the AHP to compensate for this deficiency in the conventional AHP [20]. During the same year a study presents an integrated simulation, multivariate analysis and multiple decision analysis for train scheduling. Furthermore, the integrated model was based on Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) that is hybrid with computer simulation model. The integrated DEA AHP simulation model can be used for selecting optimum alternatives by considering multiple inputs and outputs. First, computer simulation was used to model verify and validate the system.
being studied. Second, AHP methodology determines the weight of any qualitative criteria (input or outputs). Finally, a DEA model is used for solving the multi objective model to identify the best alternative(s) [24]. In 2008, a hybrid approach that combines human judgment, analytic hierarch process (AHP), simulation and a fuzzy expert system for formulating marketing strategies and related Internet strategies was proposed and these techniques and technologies are hybridised by using an intercommunication job-sharing method with human judgment incorporated. Empirical evaluation findings from six managers indicate that the hybrid approach is efficient and effective in supporting and improving both the process and the outcomes of strategy formulation [22].

In 2009, it was necessary to evaluate the operational capability of the weapon equipment based on combat-simulation, however, the simulation data is so isomerous that it is difficult to make evaluation model. Pointing to this problem, a comprehensive method based on the TOPSIS, AHP and Simulation method (T-A-S) was built to evaluate the operational capability of weapon equipment [23]. During last years many experiences highlighted the advantages of the integrative approach of AHP and Simulation above all in term of help to find the efficient solution in simulation context. In fact, during the model development it is possible to determine by AHP variables to be included into model.

At the same time in 2007 it was demonstrated the result of an EDA Project related to Intelligent Agents reproducing civil disorders; the demonstration was based on applying PIOVRA agents into a civil environments by interoperating with a constructive theater simulator creating a multi level scenario, where agents was dealing with town evolution combining paramilitary, military, population and health care units and the constructive framework was simulating strategic planning [3]; in these case the use of G-DEVS/HLA Models was devoted to reproduce the agents structure, while AI (artificial intelligence) techniques was used for softcomputing the emotional and rational behavior and perception of the units [5].

As follow up of this project there was presented RATS (Riots, Agitators, Terrorist Simulators) where warlords and civil disorders models was further extended[]. Currently the authors are developing new CAPRICORN agents devoted to consider not only the parameters related to psychological and social aspects but even to direct these perception among the different players (i.e. attribute the fear of some specific event to some of the parties playing the game)[6].

2. Haiti Model

The model in use is composed by different objects: comportment objects represent the behavioral model of a group or a organization, while action objects are units on the field; usually the comportment objects have pools of resources that can be used to instantiate action objects that are created with the default characteristics of corresponding comportment objects. The action objects on the field evolve in term of human behavior modifiers (HBM) and attitudes based on the events and actions that experience, in addition their evolution affect back the corresponding comportment object; for instance if the local police is characterized by a mix of attitudes (i.e. hostile 10%, indifferent 15%, diffident 15%, friendly 40%, confident 20%) versus the local warlord a new unit generated to patrol some area will be created with these attributes; by fuzzy allocation matrices the rules of engagements and behavior are applied by each unit; therefore, if for some reason, the local warlord units attack some local police unit, the specific attitudes changes and as feedback even the general profile of the police comportment object could evolve considering the warlord a threat.

The authors define in the model the rules of engagements and the psychological and social parameters of the action and comportment objects at the beginning of the simulation and assign general task and missions.

Each object takes into consideration for succeeding and based on its behavior and attitudes a choice among different alternatives; so they create a structure decomposing decision problem into a hierarchy of more easily comprehended sub-problems/actions, each of which is analyzed independently. The elements of the hierarchy are relate to different aspect of the decision problem, including rational and emotional aspects. Initial parameters estimations, relationships among variables and operational alternatives are defined by subject matter experts or fixed in relation to hypotheses to be tested on different scenarios.

During the Simulation run the objects and their configuration evolve dynamically. The proposed idea it is to define the food distribution planning based on a AHP algorithms that evaluate alternative in the comportment object, based on this approach specific task and orders are assigned at action objects to put in place the proposed mode to distribute food (unit choices, resources to be used, food quantities, distribution point locations, distribution times, operating distribution modes, operating coverage modes)
2.1. HAITI Case Study

The authors developed a special model for demonstrating the potential of interoperable solution for training in a complex scenarios; this scenario was reproducing Haiti Earthquake case (disaster on going in Haiti January 12 2010) is a classical example of very complex system; in this scenario it was created a Not-Conventional Framework for IA-CGF reproducing the population behavior for “Port au Prince” town before, during the crisis as well as during disaster relief operations; this framework was interoperating with IA-CGF Riots reproducing gangs activities such as loitering, profiteering as well as demonstration and riots. Haiti population was generated based on data related to:

- Culture
- Religion
- Ethnic Group
- Parties
- Physiological Aspects (Age, Gender)

The town is divided in quarters and the full real population is generated stochastically (over 2 millions inhabitants) and the related agents are created; the model take cares also of generating the social networks connecting the agents and corresponding to families, work relations and friendship applying consistence algorithms related to the specific scenario and different variables.

The area is divided in Zones, corresponding to quarters of the town in each and to allocate work places, homes to the agents in accord with the characteristics of each part of the urban framework.

The food distribution planning includes several parameters such as:

- frequency of the distribution and time (i.e. once per day at 12:00)
- food quantities
- distribution point location
- distribution vector (dropping, trucks, helicopters)
- distribution actor (coalition forces, local authority, NGO)
- coverage (none, coalition forces, local authorities)

Obviously in the Haiti Simulation multiple distribution points need to be setup (in the real case 19 distribution point was organized).

An AHP algorithm is implemented in the IA-CGF Comportment Object representing the entity in charge of Food Distribution in order to properly planning the multiple distribution points location and actors; this algorithm take in consideration dynamically the Zones characteristics; for instance, in this framework, a Zone is modeled in term of:

a. Confidence
b. Security
c. Politeness
d. Warlord Influence
e. Violence Risk

converts these evaluations into numerical values that are processed and compared over the entire range of the problem in order to ranking possible solution and to support finalizing decision on operative modes. A numerical comparison weight between possibilities is derived for each pair of elements all over the hierarchy based on expert (military connections directly involved in Food Distribution, and able to recognize critical points and to support quantifying qualitative variables and assign weight) evaluations taking in consideration each zone characteristic; this approach allow to compare different elements in a rational and consistent way.
Obviously these estimations evolve dynamically during the simulation.

3. Experimental results on Haiti context
First of all the authors defined the main objective: to define for each zone, based on several criteria that usually evolve during the simulation, who is in charge for Food distribution among:

- COA (Coalition)
- NGO (Non Governmental Organization)
- NA (National Authority)
- COA with Escort
- NGO with Escort
- NA with Escort
- Their combination (NA/NGO, COA/NA. etc.)

After defining the main goal the authors proceed with the following steps:

- Definition of the hierarchical structure to be used in order to subdivide the problem in quantitative decision criteria

- Define and quantify non quantitative criteria by assigning payload by using Saaty Comparative Importance factors
Figure 4. Saaty Comparative Importance.

- For each choice the authors, with support of subject matter expert, evaluated a pairwise comparison in order to define relative importance against the criteria and built the matrix.
- Using AHP methodology the authors finalized a priority ranking.

![Saaty Comparative Importance Matrix]

Figure 5. Pair wise Comparison related to each criteria.

In this scenario, based on these criteria and related to the specific chosen area the authors implemented the process in the agent; for instance the following combination between NA/NGO supported by Military Escort is proposed for area 6.

![Example of Results Matrix]

Figure 6. Example of Results.

4. Conclusion
The Authors developed special intelligent agents (IA-CGF) to reproduce complex scenarios related to disaster relief and country reconstruction; in addition AHP techniques was used to provide a decision criteria for supporting operational planning on the field to the agents; based on this approach the integration of IA-CGF with AHP Techniques resulted pretty useful, powerful and fast to support both training and
scenario analysis; in particular for training this allows to investigate effectiveness of different planning decision an policies to be activated on the field and to compare trainees choices with agents evaluations. The simulator developed for Haiti case allowed to evaluate different solutions in contingency and critical situations and to identify feasible alternatives and to rank them based on quantitative analysis based on IA-CGF actions and their decision process.
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